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Topology-Aware Adaptive Inspection for Fraud in
I4.0 Supply Chains
Thomas Welsh, Faeq Alrimawi, Ali Farahani, Diane Hassett, Andrea Zisman, Bashar Nuseibeh

Abstract—Supply chain fraud involving counterfeit or adulterated products presents threats to human health and safety.
Quality Inspection is a key fraud mitigation tool where inspection planning involves allocating inspection resources across
geographically dispersed assets considering both the cost and
value of the inspection. I4.0 environments pose further challenges
as their heterogeneous and dynamic cyber-physical environment
creates a large inspection resource allocation solution space, causing the corresponding analysis to be computationally complex.
In this paper, we contribute to supporting optimal inspection
decisions of dynamic cyber-physical supply chains through the
use of structural representations - topologies of the supply chain,
physical premises, and their production context. We present an
approach for topology modelling of supply chains, and illustrate
its use within an adaptive inspection approach, showing that
structural information can reduce malicious process discovery
times by up to 90%.
Index Terms—inspection, supply chains, fraud, I4.0, adaptive,
topology

I. I NTRODUCTION
Recently, a number of global events including the COVID19
pandemic and trade wars have highlighted how essential
supply chains are for the functioning of modern society. Unfortunately, they are also known to suffer widely from fraud, such
as counterfeit or adulterated electronics and medicines [1]. One
key technique to mitigate fraud is inspection [2], which is
found in a variety of roles through the supply chain, such
as quality verification and auditing. Inspection is resourceconstrained due to large inspection surfaces of geo-distributed
supply chains, high product volumes, and increasingly complex cyber-physical environments. However, cyber-physical
supply chains present new opportunities for less resourceconstrained digital inspection. Yet, novel characteristics related
to Industry 4.0 (I4.0) such as decentralised and autonomous
control, increase the complexity of such inspection [3][4].
The structural properties of supply chains have previously
been theoretically studied for influencing fraud [5]. For example, in [6], globalised pharmaceutical supply chains have such
structural properties which drive the production of counterfeit
and adulterated medicines. The mix of regulations and cultures
causes conflicting quality standards. Yet quality inspection is
made cost-ineffective due to these properties. Deciding where
and when to allocate finite inspection resources is known as
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the inspection resource allocation problem[2][7]. This is further complicated by emerging cyber-physical characteristics,
such as cross-organisational system integration and dynamic
autonomous decision making at both the factory and supply
chain level. Throughout this paper, we consider the example
of a globalised pharmaceutical supply chain where consumers
have noted low-quality medicines. The supply chain must
be inspected to determine where the product adulteration is
occurring.
Topology models are one way to represent the high complexity of cyber-physical environments. They describe structural relationships of a given space and its components,
allowing queries of structural properties, such as containment,
connectivity and proximity. A containment query would return
all assets contained within a certain room, factory or server,
while a proximity query would return all assets spatially
located within a given distance. Previously in manufacturing,
topologies have been employed for modelling industrial processes to formally describe a plant structure [8]. They have
also been employed for adaptive security and forensics of
cyber-physical environments [9][10][11][12].
In this paper we propose the use of a different type
of topology: of supply chains and their constituent smart
factories. Employing Bigraphs, which have previously been
used for smart-building topology modelling [12], we generate
graph structures of supply chains. One Directed Acylic Graph
describes the ordering of the assets and supply chain processes
and another Tree graph denotes the asset containment (e.g., a
machine within a factory). These two graphs combine together
to form the topology which permits the aforementioned structural queries. We use them as a key component of adaptive
inspection - previously proposed to optimise inspection of
dynamic manufacturing environments to mitigate supply chain
fraud [6]. Adaptation is needed to accommodate environment
and contextual changes. However, approaches for inspection
planning in I4.0 are generally absent from literature [13].
While traditional techniques are mostly statistical [7], and
fail to consider the cyber-physical interplay, modelling these
relationships is essential due to their inter-dependency, and for
which topologies are well suited [11]. The impact of topology
models upon inspection resource allocation in dynamic supply
chains and factories has not previously been studied. This work
is therefore directed by the following research questions:
RQ1 What is the computational performance impact upon
adaptive inspection of supply chains when informed by topology models?
RQ2 What features of topologies are most suited to informing
specific supply chain inspection cases?
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In this paper we answer these questions empirically. We
employ graph-theoretic discrete simulations of supply chains
to measure the time taken for adaptive inspection to discover
a malicious process, when informed by varying structural
queries. We vary supply chain parameters such as asset containment density, dynamism (structural changes), and inspection costs. While earlier work [6] defined adaptive inspection
and proposed its use of topology models, the novel contributions of this work are in evidencing their use in modelling
the structure of dynamic cyber-physical supply chains, and
illustrating the performance improvement within the adaptive
inspection framework. Topology models have been used previously for modelling industrial plant processes and for security
and forensics of smart buildings. Yet, we have identified
a gap in literature in that they have not been investigated
for modelling cyber-physical supply chains, particularly as a
tool to optimise inspection resource allocation decisions for
purposes of mitigating fraud relating to product integrity. This
work extends previous work through implementing the defined
adaptive inspection and topology modelling technique for supply chains. We developed 3 graph-theoretic structural queries
upon the topology model, illustrating their performance quantitatively for improving the inspection process. This contributes
to the literature of software-based fraud mitigation in supply
chains. The paper shows empirically that through modelling
supply chains with topological techniques, structural information can be used to inform inspection techniques in efforts to
reduce fraud.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section II
provides the background in inspection of supply chains and
the use of topological models of cyber-physical environments.
Section III presents the adaptive inspection framework, Section
IV discusses the experimental setup and results. Section V
discusses the work and, finally, Section VI concludes the work.
II. BACKGROUND AND R ELATED W ORK
A. I4.0 Supply Chain
supply chain comprises a network of entities that collaborate
to achieve the manufacturing and sale of a product: mining raw
materials and their refinement, manufacturing and integration,
and the distribution and sale of the final product to the end
consumer. An I4.0 supply chain still seeks to accomplish
the same goals as a traditional one. It operates upon datarich, integrated, autonomous and decentralised environments
built upon the principles of multi-dimensional integration [14]:
Horizontal inter-corporation cooperation across departments;
Vertical within the factory; and End-to-end in the form of product data across the value chain. Cross-corporation boundary
data flow will permit agile and dynamic manufacturing. Culminating in collaborative manufacturing which quickly responds
to changing markets and individual product customisation.
The migration from a manufacturing environment with
low digital technology penetration to one which is strongly
automated is a primary indicator of I4.0 maturity. The highest
level of maturity is achieved once this digital penetration is
integrated across the entire value chain [14]. Plaga et al.
[15] and Brettel et al. [16] model this evolution from the

perspective of the IEC 62264 automation pyramid, yet with the
inclusion of cross-organisation decentralised decision making.
Moreover, value drives the dynamic nature of the supply chain
as a result of greater horizontal and end-to-end value chain
integration [17]. In contrast to the supply chain which involves
the physical movement of goods from one point of the chain
to another, the value chain is responsible for the creation of
value at each step. Therefore as an addition to the decentralised
supply chain model, I4.0 contains decentralised value chains
or value-networks. Traditional supply chain environments,
which were linear processes composed of distinct entities,
are now moving to a decentralised, non-linear process where
entities are integrated through digital means. This creates a
fundamentally different landscape, requiring new processes for
analysing fraud which consider these value-driven structures.
B. Fraud in the Supply Chain
Fraud is an activity in which value is transferred from one
party to another through deceptive means [18]. The target of
this transfer is an asset which holds a perceived social or
financial value to both parties. Fraud is instigated by one or
more collaborating deceivers against one or more victims, be
they natural persons or organisational entities e.g. companies,
organisations or governments. Drivers of fraud are commonly
tangible economic reasons such as financial manipulation or to
bypass regulation. They may also be intangible due to culture,
high complexity, or irrational behaviour [19]. Fraud should
be considered during SC Risk Management (SCRM) which
allocates hard (physical) or soft (managerial) controls according to the perceived risk [20]. Supply chains are inherently
value-driven where the precursors and final products are assets
which are all potential targets of fraud. They also contain
value in supporting assets e.g. machinery, vehicles, people,
IT, data, geographical space, contractual agreements, social,
corporate and public relationships. Therefore this asset-rich
environment creates a value-rich attack surface suitable for
varying forms of fraudulent deception. In general, fraud in the
supply chain could result in integrity violations of any one of
these assets [18][21]. Therefore, fraud is enabled in the supply
chain where controls have been inadequately applied or risks
not sufficiently considered or prioritised [22]. The assets listed
previously can be targets for controls depending upon the type
of fraud which needs to be reduced.
Asset provenance is a common control employed both
internally and externally to an organisation. Tracking and
tracking of assets through the chain is seen often in literature [23], with plentiful technical solutions being developed
[24] such as IoT and RFID based tracking approaches [25].
However, some simple attacks in the physical domain (e.g.
mislabelling) [26] can subvert the provenance of these assets
while the digital records which represent them are also open
to a variety of traditional information security attack vectors,
further complicated as the systems are managed independently
across geographical and organisational boundaries by different
actors. As one mitigation tool, distributed ledgers are seeing
considerable interest as they provide a cryptographically assured immutable database of transactions which can be used
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for monitoring asset provenance through transparency and
irrefutability of records [27]. They can be combined with IoT
techniques to ensure difficulty in maliciously reducing asset
integrity [28]. Unfortunately, distributed ledger based solutions
suffer from a fundamental disconnect between the cyber and
physical dimensions, as while the digital representation and
transactions associated with an asset within the ledger are
immutable, the physical representation or tag is not protected
by them. For example, tags can be swapped between assets.
Therefore, even with the introduction of these digital assurance
techniques, the physical dimension must still be considered.
Fraud prevention is arguably more important than detection,
particularly for product violations which could have grave
public health risks such as food and medicines [29]. Spink
et. al argue that fraud should move from risk mitigation
to strategic prevention [30]. Despite this, a wide range of
detection techniques can be seen in literature and are necessary as absolute security is generally unachievable and the
dynamic nature of modern smart supply chains coupled with
the continuous development of digital technologies and, thus
evolving attack vectors, requires detection techniques to adapt
to new attacks.
Data mining for fraud detection in a variety of contexts has
been studied extensively [31] particularly for matters of financial fraud [32]. Semi-supervised machine learning was used
to classify transactions as fraudulent or not for smart supply
chains[33] and unsupervised machine learning was used to detect anomalous itineraries to predict which shipping containers
were likely to be risky enough to inspect [34] while another
data-driven approach to detecting smuggling and miscoding
in international shipping is used in [35]. Analysing a firm’s
financial reporting has been shown to predict fraudulent supply
chain practices when considering managerial performance and
personal information [36]. Yet, social media is an alternative
source of data, such as for comparing information on social
media with the traditional supply chain data [37]. The authors
illustrates that using the ”wisdom of crowds” inherent to social
media enables better identification of corporate fraud. Downsides to these approaches focus around the system’s ability
to adapt to change due to model convergence, the availability
of suitable data given cross-organisational systems and lack
of insight into the physical domain as with digital track and
tracing techniques. We therefore posit that due to the high
level of interplay between the cyber and physical dimensions
within modern supply chains, techniques to mitigate fraud
should consider both dimensions in tandem. We suggest that
cyber-physical inspection techniques are one such vector for
achieving this.
C. Inspection of Supply Chains for Fraud
Quality Inspection (QI) is often used to verify product
integrity as it moves through the supply chain and can be
useful in detecting and preventing instances of fraud. However,
testing policies (technique selection) are often known to the
supplier and attempts to subvert them are common [7]. QI is
constrained by physical supply chain characteristics like high
volumes of assets, large size and geographical distribution.

Targeted inspection is necessary as total observation is cost
inefficient while also eroding privacy and trust. Therefore,
given the size and dynamic nature of supply chains, sampling
policies must selectively choose when and where and how
to inspect, a challenge knows as the inspection resource
allocation problem [2][7].
The basis of inspection requires: a target - an asset which is
valued by the stakeholders whose characteristics are verified
against instance specific requirements, and a corresponding
technique - which can interface with the target and provide
data to validate the requirements, which has an associated cost
and accuracy. Inspection also has one or more constraints mostly fixed and variable costs related to the inspection process and its impact upon the nominal supply chain functions.
These constraints are complicated in the presence of emerging
cyber-physical supply chain characteristics driving assets and
their costs to change, necessitating an adaptive response.
Approaches to manage QI resources often have statistical
basis [7], as defects in products and the processes that manufacture and inspect them are considered inevitable due to
the stochastic properties of the natural world [38]. Inspection
can occur considering a probability distribution. Where the
cost of inspection can be balanced against the probability of
a defective product occurring and/or errors in testing methods
[39]. Avoiding QI to save costs is known to have a detrimental
effect in the longer term [40].
Statistical methods are thwarted by intentional human action, for example defrauding a testing technique, and in [7]
the authors use Belief Desire Intention (BDI) modelling as
a Decision Support System (DSS) to consider when an actor
may choose to defraud inspection. They illustrate that DSS
can reduce incidences of fraud through learning intentions
from QI and instigating contractual changes in response [2].
A similar QI-contract relationship is found in [41]. Although
the authors in [1] evidence that while inspection policies can
influence a decision to commit fraud in cold-vaccine supply
chains, sometimes excessive inspection does not. While in [42]
the authors illustrate that QI alone cannot prevent defrauding,
as deferring payment or other incentives are necessary. These
works illustrate that statistical techniques alone lack insight
when considering complex socio-technical environments.
Furthermore, dynamic supply chains require corresponding
dynamic inspection regimes and Adaptive inspection [6] was
proposed to handle this change. While a data-rich I4.0 environment contains cyber-physical interfaces into all assets to
accommodate integration, integrated approaches to inspection
planning in I4.0 are generally absent from literature [13].
However, analysis of the environment and context is key to
adaptation, requiring modelling techniques suitable for both
the cyber-physical environment and the change required for
optimisation decisions. We suggest topology models as a
suitable technique for this purpose.
D. Topology Models
In this paper, topologies model structural relationships
of an environment between its components including any
entities (assets or actors) contextually associated within it e.g.
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machines, people or products within a factory. They permit
structural relationships to be queried in a computationally
efficient manner to inform various analyses, the formal representation of which are structural queries. Such queries will
take a component, a desired relationship property and the
topology itself as an input. Executing a query will then output
a corresponding number of components according to their
relationships.
A variety of structural relationships may be queried depending upon the domain and use-case. For example, containment
describes where a component is placed within an enclosure or
which components are collocated with it. Proximity indicates
more precise spatial relationships such as a component being
in a specific physical distance to another (e.g an actor in close
proximity to a machine). Components may be connected or
adjacent to another, such as a room to a corridor or a PC to
a network switch, and components may be reachable to one
another through a series of connections.
Topology models have previously been proposed to model
combined cyber and physical dimensions of buildings for
adaptive security, privacy and forensics [9]. An asset contained
in one room will affect the security controls employed to
assure associated security goals of that asset [11]. They have
also been used to support adaptive access control in smart
buildings in response to contextual changes [10]. For privacy,
they can model the location of an entity and any information
exposure from being in proximity to a potential threat. Further
success was shown in supporting analysis of complex cyberphysical incidents for forensics [12].
The technique used for modelling topologies will be specific
to the analytical requirements of each use case. For example, traditional implementations include Building Information
Management [10], Computer Aided Design drawings and
manufacturing process diagrams [8] which are used by domain
professionals depending on their skills. They have also been
heavily represented using various discrete graph techniques
[10][9] due to the availability of structural analysis algorithms
and extensibility [6]. Variations such as Bigraghs are employed
for modelling multi-dimensional cyber-physical environments
and their extension: Bigraphical Reactive systems [11][12] are
used as a formalism for change. We note the lack of topology
models in literature for cyber-physical supply chains, particularly those suitable for dynamic environments and highlight
the need to evaluate their future use.
III. A DAPTIVE I NSPECTION OF S UPPLY C HAINS
Adaptive inspection provides the ability to optimise inspection planning within the presence of contextual and environmental change. However, topology models are needed
to support inspection optimisation of high complexity cyberphysical environments. This section now brings these two
concepts together. In our previous work [6], we laid out
a research agenda for adaptive inspection of supply chains.
The conceptual architecture (fig.1) is based upon the Monitor
Analyse Plan Exeute-Knowledge (MAPE-K) feedback loop
reference model [43], in which the integrated supply chain
data is sensed and then inspected according to the decisions

Supply Chain
Data Integration
Sense

Inspect
Analyse
value

Monitor
Topology

Topology
Models

Plan
Inspection Zones

Execute
inspection

Fig. 1. Topology Aware Adaptive Inspection of Supply Chains adapted from
[6]

of the adaptive inspection loop. In this section we expand on
that model by illustrating how structural queries can inform
stages of the MAPE loop. Centrality is used during analysis to
focus inspection on assets with strongly connected properties,
containment queries are used to reduce costs during planning,
and adjacency is used during execution to find malicious assets
through indirect inspection.
In this paper we work with the following assumptions:
Principally that supply chain and manufacturing systems are
integrated horizontally and vertically with the factory and
end-to-end across the supply chain to support I4.0 processes
and thus data is available to build and maintain topology
and asset models. That supply chains are a linear process
which are typically free of loops so that they can be modelled
consistently. That supply chain actors have assigned value to
their assets which are accessible to allow comparison. That a
pool of inspection techniques exists for each asset type and
that the costs of using them are known so that they can be
compared and selected. That factories and other premises are
not open, they are contained (i.e. have distinct boundaries such
as walls or digital compartmentalisation) which cause the cost
of different inspection techniques to vary in order to cross
these boundaries. That similar supply chain processes tend to
be grouped together in the same contained environment to
allow consistent supply chain model generation. That supply
chain process configuration changes are distinct enough to be
observed and verified through software means.
Supply chains describe a typically linear process in which
assets move through a sequence of processes causing a corresponding sequence of state changes. We consider them as
spatiotemporal with the supply chain structure corresponding
to the dimension of space and the changing state of the assets
across processes representing time. In the running example a
pharmaceutical supply chain must be inspected to determine
where the low quality medicines are being produced. This
requires verifying the integrity of manufacturing processes
and their outputs. For example, a granulation machine could
be inspected to determine if the balance of ingredients was
correct, or a packaging machine could be inspected to verify
the authenticity of the packaging. There results in a large
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Fig. 2. Example supply chain topology illustrating containment and connectivity of supply chain processes
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Fig. 3. Example Linear Transition System Asset Representation

search space of candidate inspection locations which may be
subject to change.
Figure 2 illustrates a semi-formal and simplified pharmaceutical supply chain topology taken from the example,
represented as a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) with added
containment relationships. The vertices in the DAG correspond
to models of cyber-physical processes within the manufacturing process, which receive assets as input and will then
undergo a state transformation according to one or more states
of the cyber-physical process. For example, consider node
2.1 Warehouse and 2.2 Milling Machine. The asset in fig.
3 will change state from packaged to raw according to the
process state 2.1:unloading from 2.1 Warehouse and then the
2.2:loading process state from 2.2 Milling Machine will cause
the asset to transition to state processing.
The variables used in the following definition are listed
in table I. Formally, we define the supply chain topology
as a tuple SC = (P, E, H, µ, F, δ, K, κ) where: P is a
set of combined cyber-physical supply chain processes (e.g.
{M illingM achine, ShippingDepot}; E is a list of ordered
relations between the processes E ⊆ P × P ; H is a set of
process attributes; µ is a mapping between processes and their
attributes µ : P → H; F is a set of unique flags used to maintain a track of inspection outcomes (e.g., a negative, neutral or
positive inspection {−1, 0, 1}); and δ : P → F is a mapping
between processes and flags. h ∈ H is used to identify and
verify the processes (such as a unique hash of the process
function), to ensure the relations δ are current. p ∈ P may be
another topology representing its sub-processes or ∅ depending
on the level of detail required to the model. This permits multilevel topologies. Finally K is a set of container environments
(e.g. {M achineRoom1, M achineRoom2}, and κ is a mapping between containers k ∈ K and processes p. From this
model two data structures analagous to bigraphs can be drawn
where the ordered relations E are the connectivity graph and
κ the location graph.
As an asset moves through the supply chain processes, it
will undergo a sequence of state changes which may adjust
its value, although the particular order and number of states

Var.
SC
P
E
H
µ
F
δ
K
κ
AST
A
V
σ
C
τ
VM
X
λ
Ca
Z
Ep−
Ep+

Description
Supply chain topology as a tuple (P, E, H, µ, F, δ, K, κ)
A set of cyber-physical supply chain processes p ∈ P
A list of ordered process relations E ⊆ P × P
A set of process attributes
A mapping of process attributes µ : P → H
A set of unique flags of inspection outcomes
A mapping between processes and flags δ : P → F
A set of container enviroments k ∈ K
A mapping between containers and process p
An asset model as a tuple (A, V, σ, C, τ )
A set of asset states
A set of value changes V ⊂ {R+}
A mapping of asset state value changes σ : A → V
A set of cyber-physical supply chain process states
A mapping of supply chain process states τ ⊆ A × C × A
Value model as a tuple (X, λ)
A set of centrality values
A mapping of asset state values λ : X × A
Asset inspection costs
Maximum inspection cost
Adjacent in processes for any process
Adjacent out processes for any process

is unknown due to the dynamic nature of the environment.
Formally, a tuple AST = (A, V, σ, C, τ ) where A is a set of
asset states, V is a set of value changes such that V ⊂ R+,
σ is a mapping between asset states and changes in value
σ : A → V , C is a set of cyber physical supply chain process
states e.g. {unloading, loading, milling}, and τ is a mapping
in which the supply chain process transmutes an asset from
one state to another τ ⊆ A × C × A.
A. Monitoring Supply chain Topology Models
In this stage, the generated topology models are monitored
through comparing the current model to the previous one
to identify changes. At each iteration, a cryptographically
secure hash is made of the topology attributes and stored
within a database. This hash is then compared at the next
iteration whereby a clash will indicate changes have occurred.
This could include the structure of the supply chain changing
due to factories re-configuring, new suppliers entering the
chain, transport routes closing, smart products changes due
to customer needs, or machine configuration changes as a
result of updates or new products (e.g. medicines) having
different ingredients. In the topology given previously, the
unique attributes H are used for this comparison.
B. Topology Value Analysis
Supply chain topology models provide the inspection surface, a set of spatio-temporal coordinates suitable for inspection. An analysis of this inspection surface determines the
value for inspection, which can be later balanced against the
cost. Value analysis must be computable at varying scale to
permit timely operation while considering the environment
and its context. Value analysis may take many forms. In
this instance, we firstly analyse the environment’s structure
empirically through measuring each node’s degree centrality,
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which indicates the importance of a node according to its
connections [44]. This is useful as a higher number of connections correlates to a higher level of observability of the
network through observing the input and output of different
processes. The resulting values of each node can then be
compared quantitatively according to the degree centrality.
For example, in the running example 2.5 Packaging would
have a higher value than 2.1 Warehouse as it provides indirect
inspection of three processes over one process. This approach
is less intrusive than inspecting directly since it reduces the
disruption and cost, and increases the value of the inspection.
We consider centrality as a structural query as it is a form of
adjacency analysis.
Our approach selects all processes within the topology that
are suitably flagged according to previous inspections. Q =
{p : p ∈ P ∧ δ(p) > 0} where δ(p) is given in equation 1.

−1 if p inspection was negative



0
if p inspection was positive
(1)
δ(p) =

1
if p has not been inspected



2
if p should be prioritised for inspection
Following the selection process, centrality is calculated in
the normal way for each q ∈ Q, CD (q). The value model is
a tuple V M = (X, λ), where X is a set of centrality values multiplied with reachability and corresponding contextual
value x ∈ X = q · r · v with v ∈ V as previously defined
contextual value in the asset model and r = R(p). Finally
λ : X × A maps the asset state to its combined value. The
contextual value acts as a multiplier, whose sensitivity will be
adjusted according to the requirements. A product with high
financial value would be reflected in the context and, thus,
scale the value accordingly. Whether the optimisation would
seek a high or low value is scenario-dependent. Cases of theft
could consider high value and adulteration low.
C. Inspection Zones Planning
Once the value analysis has been computed, inspection
can be planned by defining inspection zones [6] around one
or more assets according to available inspection resources.
Inspection Zone Planning (IZP) involves selecting a subgraph of the topology according to the value of inspection
against the cost. IZP is a combinatorial optimisation problem
and, therefore, a variety of search-based solutions may be
applicable. IZP could be considered as an instance of the
knapsack problem [45], for maximising the value of inspection
associated with the asset state’s value. This is similar to the
value model (V M ) within constraints of inspection cost, which
correlates to the knapsacks total weight constraint. Consider
the asset states a ∈ A, values xi with costs ci , maximum
inspection cost Z. Equations 2 and 3 describe the IZP.
Max

|A|
X

xi ai

(2)

i=1

Subject to

|A|
X
i=1

ci ai ≤ Z and a ∈ {0, 1}

(3)

In order to find a solution to the IZP, the cost of inspecting each location and the maximum cost allowed must be
calculated from costs directly associated with the inspection
process and contextually associated with the environment. The
complexity and scale of these costs are out of the scope of this
paper. Ca the cost of inspecting asset state a is simply the sum
of the elements of all direct and contextual costs. Costs may
be adjusted according to asset’s containment. For example, by
reducing the cost of all collocated components being inspected
by a certain factor. If containment has an effect, we determine
containment relationships, using the definition of the topology
model. Let Con(p) be the set of co-contained for any process
p ∈ P e.g. Con(2.4AP ressing) = {2.4BP ressing}.
D. Executing Inspection
Inspection can be executed based on the defined processes
and assets e.g. verifying the pharmaceutical ingredient ratios
match the configuration of 2.3 Granulation Machine or the
firmware version of a machine. The result of the execution
will inform the next iteration of the MAPE-K loop. It can
exclude places previously inspected and flag processes adjacent to those which are malicious to ensure completeness.
The inspection function ι(a) returns the result of the integrity
evaluation of a process and asset (positive or negative), which
is added to the topology model.
Execution is a candidate for optimisation according to
adjacency, within a linear process such as the factory or supply
chain. If an inspection notices that the input to the process had
not met its quality requirements it provides indirect inspection,
allowing the suspicious adjacent process to be flagged for
prioritised inspection. Adjacent processes are those with both
edges in and out to the process out(p) nodes of a p. Where
Ep− formally defines the subset of ordered relations in E of the
form {p′ , p} and Ep+ the subset of ordered relations in E of
−
the form {p, p′ }. For example E2.4A
= {2.4AGranulation}
+
and E2.4A = {2.5P ackaging}.
IV. M ETHODOLOGY, R ESULTS AND A NALYSIS
To address the research questions posed in the introduction and illustrate the efficacy of topology-aware adaptive
inspection, we present an evaluation of simulated supply
chain topologies. Discrete simulations were chosen for their
applicability to graph techniques as this work studies the
structure of the supply chain as opposed to factors related to
the flow of products more relevant to continuous simulations.
In the following subsections, we firstly present our methodology, then the results and analysis of tests upon static supply
chains which provide a performance baseline and comparison
for the results and analysis of dynamic supply chains tests,
used to evaluate the structural techniques.
A. Methodology
The methodology is described below and Table II gives the
variables used for this purpose. The dataset employed is a
result of generated supply chains. The simulated approach
is as follows: firstly, a graph of size P representing the
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TABLE II
S IMULATION VARIABLES

Adjacency
Containment

Centrality
Timeout
Result

supply chain connectivity is generated. In this instance, the
graph is a Growing Random Network [46] due to its linear
direction and structure being similar to the properties of a
typical supply chain. Next, the containment mappings (κ) are
generated: P · 0.3 · jr (where, j is jitter) factory containers k
are added e.g {(SC, f actory1), (SC, f actory2)...}, then 2j
containers (e.g. rooms or servers) are added to each factory
e.g. {(f actory1, room1)...}. Then ∀p ∈ P , generate a random
variable r, and {k ∈ K|where k is a room} o(r) determines
where p is contained. This was chosen to distribute processes
unevenly with a bias towards grouping assets together, similarly to a production line.


Next container
o(r) = Next factory, 1st container


Current container

r ≤ 0.3
0.3 ≤ r ≤ 0.5
r ≥ 0.5

One process is then marked as malicious according to a
random distribution. The goal of the adaptive process is to
reduce search times for the malicious process under varying
level of dynamism. Next, all permutations of the variables in
table II are executed 100 times with the number of iterations
taken to discover the malicious processes stored as a result.
Multiple values for iterations between 10 an 1000 were first
tested and 100 was chosen for a consistent convergence of
the results across different test types. However for different
supply chain sizes and characteristics (e.g. asset containment
density) this value may need to be tuned. The results below
are summarised through the mean of all tests. Due to the high
timeout the mean shows trends for comparison of different
parameters as opposed to exact performance. This was chosen
due to the strong pseudorandom elements of the simulation
causing outliers. These tests then permit an analysis of the
different employed structural queries to determine and optimise the adaptive inspection process.
B. Static Supply Chain Results and Analysis
We firstly analyse the performance of adaptive inspection
upon static networks, where the dynamism = 0, to provide
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Containment 50%
Containment 80%

0

Dynamism

Description
Quantity of supply chain processes set to 100, noting that
size is related to linear performance increases.
The rate of change of processes, e.g. 0.25 would denote
25% of randomly selected nodes would change configuration at each iteration.
The numerical base cost to inspect a supply chain process
The maximum cost per iteration is 1. e.g. 0.5 would allow
2 inspections each iteration.
Enables adjacency analysis of in edges Ep− to provide
indirect inspection during the Execution stage.
Reduces the inspection cost of collocated supply chain
processes by this factor e.g. Cont10% reduces the cost
of all to 10% of the base cost during the plan stage.
Structural value analysis enabled or disabled.
Set to 10 · |P |. While high it includes outlier test cases
resulting from dynamism
Quantity of iterations till malicious node discovery.
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Variable
|P |

Structural Queries for Static Supply Chains with Different Cost Models
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0.4

0.5
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Fig. 4. Illustrates the mean malicious node discovery time for all structural
queries and cost models 0.1 to 0.6 for static supply chains.

a base line for later comparison and also to validate the
simulation.
Structural Query Performance is shown in fig. 4 illustrating the static supply chain tests for cost models 0.1 to 0.6,
where all distinct structural queries show a positive incline.
When the cost increases, fewer assets can be inspected per
each iteration. Cost model 0.4 and 0.5 have similar results
as the base inspection allows for two asset inspections per
iteration. The exception is for containment queries as these
reduce the base cost. As the cost models increase, the performance tends to decrease by ten iterations. However, for cost
model 0.6, the decrease in the performance doubles to ∼20
iterations due to only allowing one asset per iteration by default, confirmed with the performance improvement Cont10%
and Cont50%. The figure also illustrates the performance
difference between structural queries, with adjacency being
the best to perform. The cost models 0.1 and 0.5 are next
with another intuitive increase in performance as the cost
reduction diminishes. While centrality is perform poorly with
similar results, or worse to the baseline, when containment
cost reduction reaches 0.8 it provides no improvement.
Combined Structural Query Performance is illustrated
in fig. 5. We select just one containment model 0.1, as the
decrease in performance between higher values is given. We
apply these techniques to the poorest performing cost models,
0.5 and 0.6, with a random baseline for comparison, as the
poorest performing are those best targeted for improvement.
Comparing combinations shows clear performance improvement. Centrality, which had minimal effect alone, improves
performance when combined with adjacency, but not with
containment. Likewise, adjacency and containment combined
are better performing than individually. Interestingly, all combined are better performing for the higher cost model of 0.6
but similar in performance to adjacency and centrality for the
lower and random cost models. Due to increased complexity
this illustrates the use of selecting specific combinations of
techniques according to the underlying supply chain parameters. Overall these results show variety in combining structural
queries for performance increase.
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Structural Query Performance for Dynamic Supply Chains
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Fig. 5. Illustrates the mean malicious node discovery time for combinations
of structural queries for static supply chains.
Fig. 7. Illustrates the mean malicious node search time for combined structural
queries where supply chain dynamism is 25%.
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Fig. 6. Illustrates the effect of different cost models upon varying levels of
supply chain dynamism for no structural queries.

C. Dynamic Supply Chain Results and Analysis
Next we present the results of tests with varying levels of
dynamism in the supply chain to see the effect of the structural
queries on the time to find a malicious node.
Supply Chain Dynamism and the Cost Model Relationship are shown in fig. 6 illustrating the effect of dynamism
on the mean search time with no enabled structural queries. It
shows the negative effect where search times have moved from
∼50 iterations previously to ∼900 to ∼1000 for the highest
cost model. The best performing (0.1 at 25% dynamism) is
still an increase from ∼40 to ∼400 iterations.
Structural Query Performance for a selected case is
shown in fig. 7. We select the test cases with 25% dynamism.
(i.e. 25% of the nodes within the supply chain will change
at each iteration. Where changes refer to configuration of the
supply chain asset such as machine software or its structure
in the chain). As higher levels of change within factories
seems unrealistic and the linear reduction in performance when
increasing the dynamism rate is implied. As previously, we
also select the higher cost models as these are a priority target

for optimisation. As with the static tests, these results illustrate
clear increases in performance when using and combining
different queries. Adjacency is again the strongest performing
distinct query, reducing to 50% iterations of no queries. When
combined with centrality, performance is improved further by
∼23% and 35% for cost model 0.5 and 0.6, respectfully.
Centrality highlights areas of the structure with influential
adjacency links so the success of this combination in dynamic,
but not static supply chains. In contrast to the static tests,
adjacency combined with containment is not as successful,
and containment combined with centrality is close to no
structural queries. While all queries combined is still the
best performing. As it completes in ∼20% of the iterations
compared to None (an 80% increase in performance) in both
cost models 0.5 and 0.6. For the random cost model this is
∼10% of the time of None (a 90% increase in performance).
These results illustrate that the supply chain parameters such as
the dynamism and cost model, can inform the set of structural
queries chosen.
V. D ISCUSSION
Considering RQ1, the results in section IV illustrate that
all structural queries could reduce the node discovery time
by up to 90% for the random test case, and to 80% for the
other cases, and thus the use of topology models reduces
the computational impact of adaptive inspection. Reflecting
on RQ2, centrality, for example, was more effective when
combined with adjacency than alone for dynamic networks,
and had little effect for static networks. Containment reduction
analysis has an effect relative to its context-dependent cost
reduction, although low reductions of less than 50% provided
little benefit.
A. Threats to Validity
Internal threats to validity centre around the pseudo-random
number generation of the costs, malicious node selection, and
graphs can all produce outliers. This can cause wide variation
which can bias the node discovery time. An example can be
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seen in fig. 5 cost model 0.1 and 0.2 for dynamism 0.25, where
outliers skewed the trend. We mitigated this by generating 100
cases per each test case and examining the mean, yet noting
that these results illustrate trends over exact values.
External threats to validity which reduce generalisability of
our example are noted in this work due to the simulated nature.
Generated supply chain models are suited for comparison of
structural query effects on inspection, yet are not verified as
representing real-world supply chains. Therefore, in future
work we aim to use plant-scale digital twin software to
generate more realistic topology models. Another external
threat is the selection of the malicious nodes. We previously
highlighted [6] that perceived value of assets plays a key role
in motivating and thus analysing inspection for fraud. Value
models are specific to the stakeholders and are out of the
scope of this paper. The supply chain process to be marked
was chosen using a pseudo-random distribution and, therefore,
the human-motivation for fraud was none. In future work the
impact of more precise value analysis will likely adjust the
impact of the evaluated structural queries.
Further external threats relate to the computational complexity of the structural queries and the discrete nature of
the simulation, which does not consider time and resource
constraints for processing. In terms of the structural queries,
degree centrality typically has a time complexity of O(|P |).
Running the degree centrality using the experimental setup as
in section IV.A where P = 100, 1000, 10000 and 100000
takes 0.000053, 0.00029, 0.0037 and 0.033 seconds, respectively. This result is approximately in line with the linear
performance increase expected given shared CPU usage. The
implementation using NetworkX is not optimised. Therefore,
as a conservative estimate, scaling to large real world supply
chains up to 10,000,000 processes would still be calculated in
less than 10 seconds. The most significant computationally
intensive task of the adaptive inspection approach is the
inspection zones planning. It is an instance of the Knapsack
problem, with the decision portion known to be NP-complete.
Yet, the optimisation solution varies according to the algorithm
chosen. The greedy example with sort chosen in this instance
is known to be O(P × logP ). Adjacency is less related to the
structure, instead assuming a technique at the process to verify
the asset specification. This will be use-case specific and may
not always be available, although smart-product based digital
twins show promise. Containment analysis is also use-case
specific, with cost and asset density parameters affecting performance. The complexity would be O(|Con(p)|) for all asset
states a chosen according to equation 2 during Inpsection Zone
Planning. In our dynamic supply chain simulation, we assume
static and high cost reduction of 90%. Such scenarios might
apply if an agent (e.g. a drone) travelling to an environment,
or developing a particular software analysis technique, would
reduce the inspection cost. However, in real-world usage these
cost reductions may be dynamic, complex or even small, where
≤ 50% which was shown to have little effect in fig.3.
In a real world supply chain, considering the complexity
impact upon the processing time of the approach is crucial
due to the dynamic supply chain changes. At every time step
in our discrete simulation, the graph, centrality, containment

and greedy algorithm are all computed. Within the real world,
this timestep interval would need to be large enough such
that it accommodates all of the previously discussed in addition to the real world events such as time for the practical
inspection, the assets to reconfigure, the relevant data to be
collected, checked for privacy and accuracy and transferred
to the relevant inspection agent for processing. An attacker’s
awareness of this periodicity may allow them to subvert the
adaptive inspection process if their attack considers the time
between changes. Therefore it is crucial that this process time
is reduced and contextually suitable. Given the dynamic and
nondeterministic nature of the world, this suggests another
consideration for the adaptive feedback loop of constraints set
by activities in continuous time and their impact on desired
goals (e.g. security) of the system.
B. Implications for Practice
Considering the results in section IV and in light of the
threats to validity discussed in the previous section, we now
discuss the implications of these findings for practice.
1) Inspection Optimisation with Structural Information:
Inspection planning is constrained by cost. Therefore, the
most critical finding of our results is that inspection resource
allocation decisions can be informed, and thus optimised,
through integrating information about the structure of the plant
and other premises, and the high-level supply chain itself. This
is particularly relevant when production processes are subject
to autonomous change, as autonomous inspection planning
is necessary to prevent delays caused by human operators’
inputs.
2) Practical Computation and Integration: The analysis in
section V.A highlighted that the availability and maturity of
graph algorithms ensures that the computational requirements
for realistic size supply chains are feasible for trivial hardware
environments. This ensures that, assuming relevant information about the factory or supply chain layout is available,
topology-aware inspection planning techniques can be integrated into established work flows using established hardware.
This will also enable wider availability of the techniques due
to a low-cost barrier for usage.
3) Cyber-physical Inspection Techniques: An assumption
of this work is that suitable inspection techniques exist for
the assets, have a cost and are usable. Although this work
is not concerned with these type of techniques, our findings
illustrating cost reduction highlight that inspection costs can
be reduced considerably if techniques can be reused across
dissimilar assets. This indicates that developing techniques
which focus on the cyber-physical interfaces, as assumed in
this work, can provide more opportunities for re-use and thus
dramatic cost reduction.
C. Implications for Design
The value of this research extends beyond employing
topology models for optimising adaptive inspection. It shows
the potential of topology models as a basis for informing
design decisions for dynamic restructuring of cyber-physical
manufacturing environments.
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1) Smart Factories: can adjust their structure to optimise
inspection not only for quality, but for human motivated activities such as fraudulently adulterated products. Restructuring
according to the value of co-located assets within a container
can optimise inspection costs, reduce computational analysis
through graph segmentation, or enhance or reduce adjacent
processes for both security and privacy. This approach would
employ an adaptive loop which will affect the structure of the
supply chain instead of inspecting it.
2) Smart-products: More relevant to the adaptive inspection
approach is the ability for emerging smart-products to select
their production route according to different criteria such as
cost, quality, trust, configuration changes, and emerging events
occurring such as natural or security related. An asset might
analyse the topology and select processes with higher colocated assets, or a greater number of adjacent processes to
increase the chance of observation and, thus, reduce incidences
of fraud. An adaptive software loop would sense the supply
chain, but act only internally through affecting the design of
the route taken by the smart asset.
3) Privacy and Inspection Zones: A priority goal for
adaptive inspection is to maintain privacy through targeted
observation over blanket surveillance to reduce adversarial
relationships between stakeholders. However, adaptive inspection would violate this principle if the supply chain processes
were inspected in a way which was deemed excessively
intrusive to stakeholders. Therefore, a suitable pre-inspection
check of the supply chain structure might identify inspection
timeout values to avoid this violation, which should consider
the values of the individual and collective stakeholders.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we illustrated that structural information from
graph-theoretic topology models of supply chains and factories, can be used to optimise inspection in efforts to mitigate
fraud. This technique can effectively reduce search times for
malicious processes by up to 90% when combining multiple
structural queries. In addition, we illustrated that change in
the structure of dynamic smart-factories and supply chains
can be managed using adaptive-software techniques. However,
structural query performance relating to the cost and type of
inspection techniques are context specific and therefore the
cost and availability of these techniques must be considered
before use. For example, cost reductions related to asset
containment of < 50% make minimal impact and therefore
can be excluded. While adjacency queries are dependent upon
an indirect inspection technique being available.
We suggest that due to the discrete nature of our simulation,
it is necessary to evaluate these structural queries and the
practical implications of different inspection techniques under
continuous time. Therefore, in future work we aim to integrate
these techniques into digital twin factory simulation software
in order to accommodate and evaluate their practicality in
continuous time.
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